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Introduction 

The evolution of cell phones has shown the progression of technology over the last 

century. Starting in the early 1930’s with the first military grade walkie talkies to the early 

2000’s first “fashion phone” presented by Motorola moving to the 2010’s introduction of the 

touchscreen smart phone that allowed users to have a computer in their pockets (Meyers, 

2011, pg. 1). Although there have been significant changes in cell phone development 

throughout the years, two brands in particular have revolutionized the cell phone industry: 

Apple and Samsung. These two brands are considered by many as the leading and most popular 

cell phone brands with a “duopoly over the premium part of the smartphone market” (“Rivalry 

between Apple and Samsung . . .,” 2017, pg. 1) According to Reisinger (2018), Apple “might 

make billions on the sale of its smartphones every year, but Samsung still reigns supreme in 

sales” (pg. 1). By the end of 2017, Samsung shipped “more than 310 million units” while Apple 

shipped “in excess of 215 million units” (pg. 1). However, although Samsung sales exceeds 

those of Apple, Apple corners the market as one of the most innovative technology companies 

in the world while “continually revolutionize[ing] the consumer electronics industry (Safian, 

2018, pg.1). Apple’s and Samsung’s rivalry have pivoted these two brands against each other, 

and created the divide between iPhone and Android users continues to grow. According to a 

study conducted by Shaw et al. (2016), the type of smartphone a person prefers “not only can . 

. .  be personalized to our preferences, but even the type of smartphone reveals clues about 

who we are” (“What your choice of smartphone. . .,” 2016, pg. 1). The preference between 

android and iPhone goes beyond just what is preferred, but to a deeper level as well.  
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While these two brands compete for sales and customers, it is interesting to explore 

how these two brands promote their products, utilize their different branding strategies, and 

understand what it might look like to work for Apple compared to Samsung. But what are 

consumers looking for in a smart phone? What elements are the most important, and what are 

considered essential needs for a smartphone user?  

Consumer Dimensions in Cell Phones 

Before analyzing the different branding strategies and organizational identities of Apple 

and Samsung, it is first important to explore what consumers are looking for when buying a 

smartphone. According to Versace (2013)  “smartphone companies like to bring new features 

to market in order to differentiate themselves” and show organizations leading innovations, 

“but there’s some question as to whether or not some of these new features are wanted let 

alone used by consumers” (pg. 1). For example, Samsung’s Galaxy S4 included “Smart Scroll and 

Smart Pause” technology that allowed users to use eye and head movement to pause video or 

scroll without having to touch their screen (pg. 1). While this is definitely an interesting feature 

and could provide a different experience for its consumer, it would not necessarily be 

considered an important dimension in what customers are looking for in a smartphone. Some 

of the items that consumers are looking for in smartphones include: 

Battery Life. The want of good battery life appears to be a consistent theme throughout the life 

of smartphones. According to Versace (2013), battery life could be considered by many as “the 

ability to go more than a day without having to charge or recharge their device” (pg. 1). 

Although smartphones allow individuals to literally have a computer in their pockets at all 
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times, this does many times come at the cost of how long the battery lasts. Between apps, 

screen brightness, GPS, Wi-Fi, etc. continually draining battery life, while almost always needing 

to have a cell phone with you at all times, it is valid to see that this is a primary function that 

consumers are looking for. It might not matter how great the phone is if it does not last more 

than a few hours before charging again.  

Durability. For people leading busy lives, the need for durability is an essential requirement of 

their day to day life. Although screen protectors and phone bumpers could be found in 

abundance online or in stores, it does take away from the overall intended sleek design of the 

smartphone. Without a protective covering, the phone could end up with “some scratches or it 

could be a fractured piece of glass” (pg. 1). Other elements such as water can also have a 

detrimental effect on the life of your smartphone. Although not the most seemingly creative 

need for smart phone consumers, it is definitely an important one.  

Security. Not only are smartphones being used for using apps, watching videos and listening to 

music, they are also being used for personal and business uses. Confidential information such 

as security codes, email accounts, banking accounts, medical information, personal messages, 

etc. can be found on many peoples devices. Currently, “the predominant security feature is a 

password, which can be shared or hacked” or the use of unlock pattern that can be over-ridden 

(Versace, 2013, pg. 1). At an age where consumers can carry all of their information at once, 

this is a feature that is more needed than ever before.  

Storage Space. Another side effect of having a computer in the palm of your hand is that it 

need to be able to hold data like a regular computer. Storage space may also include access to a 
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cloud or back up features that allow users to save memories and other important documents. 

Having to delete files to save room for new ones, does not create for a great smartphone user 

experience.  

Camera/Video Capabilities. Long gone are the days of the pocket digital camera or camcorder. 

Being able to capture quality and/or stylistic pictures and videos are an essential features 

needed in every smartphone. Especially with social media, smartphones need to be able to 

deliver.   

Voice Recognition. Utilizing a voice recognition system to help with reminders, notes and other 

features is a tool that is much more heavily utilized than it has been in the past.  However, 

there are still times “when [the voice recognition] does not understand what I’m asking” or 

mishears words or phrases that could lead to issues (Versace, 2013, pg. 1). Having the ability to 

use voice recognition may be a more prominent need, but as of now, the “experience may not 

live up to what is advertised” (pg. 1)  

Price. However, what consumers are really looking for is price. Although getting a good deal on 

a smartphone is certainly a plus, it is also looking at “Do the capabilities that come with this 

smartphone worth the cost?” Although some might argue that price reign supreme, I believe 

many would be willing to pay a competitive price for what they consider to be the best.  

 By looking at what consumers want when purchasing a smartphone, it makes one begin 

to look at smartphone organizations, and their impact in what consumers want.  
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Apple iPhone Overview 

 It seems hard to imagine a time without Apple products, in particular the iPhone. The 

first iteration of the iPhone was revealed in January 2007 at the annual MACWorld convention 

(“The history of the iPhone,” 2014, pg. 1). Apple Founder, Steve Jobs, “took time out to make 

fun of the current smartphones on the market, ones that relied on a physical keyboard and 

were unwieldy to use” and demonstrated the cutting edge touch screen capabilities Apple had 

worked on for over 3 years (pg. 1).  According to Ritchie (2018) the day leading up to the 

original iPhones launch stirred up a lot of intense excitement: 

Lineups had already formed at Apple Stores, especially flagship stores like the glass cube 

in New York City. People had been waiting outside for days. The lines went around the 

block. And then around again. Anticipation was stratospheric. Competitors were 

dismissing it. Media was calling it the Jesus Phone. And then the doors opened (pg. 1)  

This extremely successful launch sold over 6 million units in its first year (pg. 1). According to 

Ritchie (2018) “the novelty and experience [of the iPhone] so good, many people simply didn't 

care about missing features or high price tags” but the “price did prevent iPhone from getting 

into as many hands and lives as Apple wanted,” (pg. 1). But this launch did what Apple wanted; 

it put the iPhone at the forefront of people’s minds and it became the epitome of what a 

smartphone should be in the future.  

Since its launch in 2007, the iPhone has gone through several iterations with the newest 

iPhone X launched in November 2017. Over the last 10 years, Apple iPhones have been one of 
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the premier smartphones and Apples name has become synonymous with innovation. But what 

message and identity does working for Apple. 

Organizational Identity of Apple Employees  

According to Albert and Whetten (1985) organizational identity can be described as 

“what members believe to be the central, enduring and distinctive characteristics of their 

organization” (As cited in Kenny, Whittle, & Willmot, 2011, pg. 128). It is also seen that “work 

culture can foster a particular sense of organizational identity” (pg. 131). After looking at the 

history of the iPhone and Apple’s brand strategy, it appears as though Apple has a very ‘work 

hard, play harder’ mentality that focuses on being one step above the competition. If you work 

for Apple, it could be interpreted as being a brilliant and innovative person that is highly skilled 

in your focus area.  

Also, working for one of the most powerful and influential companies in the world could 

also go to your head to your superiority of others around you. However, the downside of this 

could be that there is always some sort of culture within the organization that pushes its 

employees to continuously be creative to the point of becoming burnt out.  

Samsung Phone Overview 

 Samsung who can be described as “the main challenger to the iPhone, [and who] you 

can reliably expect a high-quality, exciting new Samsung phone at least once a year,” has 

history goes back all of the way to the 1930’s (“A brief history of Samsung phones,” 2018, pg. 

1). Originally founded back in 1938 (their electronics division founded in 1968), this South 

Korean based company released its first phone, the SH-100, only in Korea in 1988 to dismal 
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sales (pg. 1). However, the first Samsung phone to successfully break into the European market 

was the SGH-600 in September 1998 and was designed to “specifically to appeal to simple, 

clean design tastes, the 600 was deliberately marketed to “high-end” customers” (pg.1). 

However, Samsung’s biggest break came with the release of the original Samsung Galaxy phone 

in July 2009. This phone “kicked off a period of growth that really put Samsung in the forefront 

of people’s minds when it came to Android” (pg. 1). Since then, Samsung has continued to be a 

leader in the smartphone market with its various iterations of their Galaxy and Note line. 

Although there have been some missteps along the way and some reputation blunders (battery 

issues and recalls in Samsung Note 7), Samsung continues to utilize innovation in their product 

offerings (pg. 1). Similar to working for Apple, working for this organization also conveys 

different impressions about that employee.   

Organizational Identity of Samsung Employees 

 Like working for Apple, working for Samsung also brings up different connotations about 

an individual’s organizational identity. Being that it is a South Korean based organization, one 

would assume that there is most likely some level of respect towards hierarchy within the 

organization which may influence how ideas are expressed or through what chain of command. 

According to McFarlane (n.a.) Samsung “isn’t a company so much as it is a galaxy filament 

dwarfing everything in its path. By some estimates Samsung is responsible for 1/6 of [South 

Koreas] gross domestic product” (pg. 1). Also, unlike Apple that focuses primarily in just 

technology products, Samsung’s conglomerate also includes many subsidiaries that “include 

colossal life insurance, construction, and shipbuilding businesses” to name a few (pg. 1).  
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Working for Samsung might instill its employees with a broader sense of how they view 

their organization. Because Samsung has so many different branches not only in phones but 

also televisions, other electronics, and its other conglomerates, employees in one 

department/sector of the organization might feel a completely different way to an employee in 

another division. However, working for a company that has been successful for almost 100 

years would also instill a Samsung worker with a sense of pride for their organization. While it 

may not convey the same “coolness” factor that working for Apple may instill, Samsung 

employees organizational identity still focuses on growth and innovation.  

Dimensions of an Apple iPhone and Samsung Phone Consumers 

After looking at the dimensions of what the average smartphone user is looking for, it is 

interesting to see where Samsung and Apple users look for when purchasing a phone.  

Samsung. For Samsung users, it appears as though some of the key dimensions that they look 

for in their products are durability, price, storage space and battery life. When looking at the 

Samsung phone main page, these were the options that were most heavily marketed and 

expressed to their consumers (“Samsung,” 2018). Since these are the most commonly focused 

on attributes, one would assume that these are what matters most to Samsung users. 

Apple. For Apple users, some of the key dimensions that they look for when purchasing a 

product are versatility, technological advancements, security and overall appeal. Similar to 

Samsung, these were the main elements that were promoted when looking for a a iPhone 

which translates that these must be some of the key attributes Apple customers are wanting 
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(“iPhones,” 2018). Both companies also focus on camera/video capabilities and security 

features.  

Brand Strategies of Apple iPhone 

When looking at the Apple iPhone brand strategy, the main theme can be traced back to 

reveal of the first iPhone which was mean to represent “the cutting edge of technology” and to 

“reinvent the phone” (“The history of the iPhone,” 2014, pg. 1). Since then, Apple has been 

seen as a prestigious organization that has some of the best minds working for them to turn out 

the most innovate products for its consumers. According to Heisler (2017) the “iPhone was the 

best-selling tech item across the entire [2017] year” which demonstrates the type of pull and 

influence Apple has with its customers. Even exploring the iPhone page on the main Apple 

website exhibits the type of aesthetic this company strives for. While exploring the iPhone 

section of the Apple website, the sleek and minimally designed page demonstrates many of the 

key brand strategies of Apple iPhone. When you first click the iPhone tab, the first words that 

come up are “iPhone X: Say hello to the future” with links to buy or learn more about the latest 

iPhone (“iPhone,” 2018, pg. 1). Another example of iPhones brand strategy is showcased in 

their commercials and advertisements. The first ad to run for the iPhone X in September of 

2017 is a colorful, fast pace montage demonstrating the new features available on the iPhone X 

include Face ID, durable glass, wireless charging, improved camera capabilities, new security 

features and much more with the finial line of the ad being “You’ve never seen anything like 

this. It’s never seen anything like you” (“Meet iPhone X – Apple, 2017). This single commercial 

demonstrates what the Apple brand strategy focuses on: technological innovation, uniqueness 
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and the “I” factor (bringing the consumer into the experience and making it appear as though 

this product was designed entirely for them in mind.  

While also looking at the Apple iPhone main page, the top of the page has options to 

look at the 5 available iPhone options, and allows consumers to compare two phones at a time. 

Keeping Apple iPhones brand strategy in mind, it makes on think about why there are so fewer 

option available compared to Samsung. Since the brand strategy focuses on innovation and the 

best of what is available, it appears as though Apple would want to focus more energy into 

fewer available types, instead of having so many options. Once a new iteration of an iPhone 

comes out, Apple gets rid of the oldest model available. Instead of trying to have every version 

available for every type of person, Apple seems to know who their client is; a consumer that is 

looking for the state of the art product that has that “coolness factor.” If smartphones were in 

high school, they would be the cool kids (everyone wants to be them and know them). It looks 

like in the future, Apple will follow their trend of offering limited options of phones available, 

but perhaps offer different capabilities to a regular vs. business user.  

In terms of brand equity and brand value, Apple has high brand value and brand equity. 

According to Johansson and Carlson (2015), brand equity is described as “the added value from 

a brand that makes a consumer prefer one product over another even though the products are 

otherwise indistinguishable” (pg. 30). For both Apple and Samsung users, there seems to be 

very high brand equity for both brands because these consumers many times are so set in what 

side they are: team android or team iPhone. It is that indistinguishable Je ne sais quoi that 

moves a consumer to be loyal to one brand over another.  
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Brand value focuses on “the value of the brand as a business asset” or what is the 

“dollar price that one would pay to acquire the brand name and logo” (pg. 30). Again, both 

Samsung and Apple both appear to have high brand value, due to how popular and well off 

both organizations are financially.  

Brand Strategies of Samsung Phones 

 While Samsung’s brand strategy does focus on promoting its innovation and 

advancement in their products, it does so in a very different way compared to Apple. While 

Apple tends to focus solely on its brand and promoting its own innovation, Samsung promotes 

its new innovation, but does so at the expense of taking jabs at Apple. For example, the 

commercial used to promote its Galaxy line. The commercial portrays the last ten years of an 

iPhone user, and how during this time, his iPhone has not allowed him to have certain things 

such as wireless charging, being waterproof, have enough storage space, etc.. The commercial 

finally ends with the iPhone user opening up his new Galaxy phone, and the last phrase that 

appears on screen says “Upgrade to Galaxy” inferring to the audience that it is better than the 

Apple iPhone (“Samsung Galaxy: Growing Up,” 2017). This Samsung Galaxy campaign is clearly 

an attack again iPhone, and uses the consumers own experience to improve their brand equity.  

 Unlike Apple that only offers a limited number of products, Samsung offers a wide array 

of available phones. When looking at the Samsung smartphone page, there are so many 

available phones to choose from that it is almost hard to distinguish between them 

(“Samsung,” 2018). The page allows the consumer to sort through phones by different features 

like phone type, storage size, features available etc. that helps to some extent, but it is still 
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difficult to truly get a sense of what is offered by the different phone or even how they are 

different. While trying to be all things to everyone, it does appear as though the Samsung 

phones are cannibalizing each other to a certain extent. Just by looking at the website, I was 

confused by the amount of choices available, and I could see how another consumer would be 

confused as well.  

Positioning Map 

 According to Johansson and Carlson (2015), a positioning map shows “where various 

brands are located, based on how the brands scored by consumers on important attributes” 

(pg. 54). This allows organizations to look at how their brands attributes are distinguished 

compared to other similar products. It is also a way to “identify competitors and market niches, 

customers with special needs where a new brand can be successful” (pg. 57). Below is an 

example of a positioning map that showcases how Samsung and Apple compare to other 

smartphone brands.  

The other organizations I chose to include on the positioning map are Google, LG, 

Motorola, Blackberry, Nokia and HTC (“Top Ten Best Smartphone Brands,” 2018). The 4 

attributes I decided on were price, versatility, store/memory size and durability. After 

researching the other brands, I was able to create a positing map based off of key smart phone 

attributes to see where Samsung and Apple fell, and to see where there would be gaps for 

future product development. (Map on next page).  
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Conclusion 

 Overall, Apple and Samsung distinguish themselves as leaders in the smartphone realm. 

By completing the brand analysis, exploring the organizational identity, and brand strategy, 

both organizations were able to create and achieve a successful brand identity. Now it just 

comes down to whether you are team android or iPhone.  

 

 

Positioning Map 
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